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Abstract

This survey reviews the growing literature on pairs trading frameworks, i.e., relative-value

arbitrage strategies involving two or more securities. The available research is categorized into

five groups: The distance approach uses nonparametric distance metrics to identify pairs trad-

ing opportunities. The cointegration approach relies on formal cointegration testing to unveil

stationary spread time series. The time series approach focuses on finding optimal trading rules

for mean-reverting spreads. The stochastic control approach aims at identifying optimal port-

folio holdings in the legs of a pairs trade relative to other available securities. The category

”other approaches” contains further relevant pairs trading frameworks with only a limited set

of supporting literature. Drawing from this large set of research consisting of more than 90

papers, an in-depth assessment of each approach is performed, ultimately revealing strengths

and weaknesses relevant for further research and for implementation.

Keywords: Statistical arbitrage, pairs trading, spread trading, relative-value arbitrage, mean-

reversion
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1. Introduction

According to Gatev et al. (2006), the concept of pairs trading is surprisingly simple and follows

a two-step process. First, find two securities whose prices have moved together historically in a

formation period. Second, monitor the spread between them in a subsequent trading period. If

the prices diverge and the spread widens, short the winner and buy the loser. In case the two

securities follow an equilibrium relationship, the spread will revert to its historical mean. Then,

the positions are reversed and a profit can be made. The concept of univariate pairs trading can also

be extended: In quasi-multivariate frameworks, one security is traded against a weighted portfolio

of comoving securities. In fully multivariate frameworks, groups of stocks are traded against other

groups of stocks. Terms of reference for such refined strategies are (quasi-)multivariate pairs trading,

generalized pairs trading or statistical arbitrage. We further consider all these strategies under the

umbrella term of ”statistical arbitrage pairs trading” (or short, ”pairs trading”), since it is the

ancestor of more complex approaches (Vidyamurthy, 2004; Avellaneda and Lee, 2010). Clearly,

pairs trading is closely related to other long-short anomalies, such as violations of the law of one

price, lead-lag anomalies and return reversal anomalies. For a comprehensive overview of these and

further long-short return phenomena, see Jacobs (2015).

The most cited paper in the pairs trading domain has been published by Gatev et al. (2006),

hereafter GGR. A simple yet compelling algorithm is tested on a large sample of U.S. equities, while

rigorously controlling for data snooping bias. The strategy yields annualized excess returns of up to

11 percent at low exposure to systematic sources of risk. More importantly, profitability cannot be

explained by previously documented reversal profits as in Jegadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990) or

momentum profits as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). These unexplained excess returns elevate

GGR’s pairs trading to one of the few capital market phenomena1 that stood the test of time2 as

well as independent scrutiny by later authors, most notably Do and Faff (2010, 2012).

Despite these findings, we have to recognize that academic research about pairs trading is still

small compared to contrarian and momentum strategies.3 However, interest has recently surged,

1Shleifer (2000) and Jacobs (2015) provide excellent overviews of relevant strategies.
2GGR have published their research in two time-lagged stages, i.e. in Gatev et al. (1999) and in Gatev et al. (2006).
Thus, the trading rule had been broadcasted to practitioners in 1999, yet pairs trading remained profitable also in
the second study in 2006.

3As of 17 th of August, 2015, there are 1.706 citations on Google Scholar for the key contrarian paper by Jegadeesh
(1990) and 7.126 citations for the key momentum paper by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) as opposed to a mere 396
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and there is a growing base of conceptual pairs trading frameworks and empirical applications avail-

able across different asset classes. The prima facie simplicity of GGR’s strategy quickly evaporates

in light of these recent developments. In total, we identify the following five streams of literature

relevant to pairs trading research:

• Distance approach: This approach represents the most intensively researched pairs trad-

ing framework. In the formation period, various distance metrics are leveraged to identify

comoving securities. In the trading period, simple nonparametric threshold rules are used to

trigger trading signals. The key assets of this strategy are its simplicity and its transparency,

allowing for large scale empirical applications. The main findings establish distance pairs

trading as profitable across different markets, asset classes and time frames.

• Cointegration approach: Here, cointegration tests are applied to identify comoving secu-

rities in a formation period. In the trading period, simple algorithms are used to generate

trading signals; the majority of them based on GGR’s threshold rule. The key benefit of these

strategies is the econometrically more reliable equilibrium relationship of identified pairs.

• Time series approach: In the time series approach, the formation period is generally

ignored. All authors in this domain assume that a set of comoving securities has been estab-

lished by prior analyses. Instead, they focus on the trading period and how optimized trading

signals can be generated by different methods of time series analysis, i.e., by modeling the

spread as a mean-reverting process.

• Stochastic control approach: As in the time series approach, the formation period is

ignored. This stream of literature aims at identifying the optimal portfolio holdings in the

legs of a pairs trade compared to other available assets. Stochastic control theory is used to

determine value and optimal policy functions for this portfolio problem.

• Other approaches: This bucket contains further pairs trading frameworks with only a

limited set of supporting literature and limited relation to previously mentioned approaches.

Included in this category are the machine learning and combined forecasts approach, the

copula approach, and the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) approach.

citations for Gatev et al. (2006).
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Table 1 provides an overview of representative studies per approach, the data sample and the

returns p.a., as stated in the respective paper.4

Approach Representative studies Sample Return p.a.

Distance Gatev et al. (2006) U.S. CRSP 1962-2002 0.11
Do and Faff (2010) U.S. CRSP 1962-2009 0.07

Cointegration Vidyamurthy (2004) - -
Caldeira and Moura (2013) Brazil 2005-2010 0.16

Time series Elliott et al. (2005) - -
Cummins and Bucca (2012) Energy futures 2003-2010 ≥0.18

Stochastic Jurek and Yang (2007) Selected stocks 1962-2004 0.28-0.43
control Liu and Timmermann (2013) Selected stocks 2006-2012 0.06-0.23

Others: ML,
combined

Huck (2009) U.S. S&P 100 1992-2006 0.13-0.57

forecasts Huck (2010) U.S. S&P 100 1993-2006 0.16-0.38

Others: Liew and Wu (2013) Selected stocks 2009-2012 -
Copula Stander et al. (2013) Selected stocks, SSFs 2007-2009 -

Others: PCA Avellaneda and Lee (2010) U.S. subset 1997-2007 -

Table 1: Overview pairs trading approaches

Considering the diversity of the above mentioned categories, the contribution of this survey is

twofold: First, a comprehensive review of pairs trading literature is provided along the five ap-

proaches. Second, the most relevant contributions per category are discussed in detail. Drawing

from a large set of literature consisting of more than 90 papers, an in-depth assessment of each

approach is possible, ultimately revealing strengths and weaknesses relevant for further research

and for implementation. The latter fact makes this survey relevant for researchers and practitioners

alike. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the distance approach

and its various empirical applications. Section 3 reviews uni- and multivariate frameworks for the

cointegration approach. Section 4 covers the time series approach and discusses different models

aiming at the identification of optimal trading thresholds. Section 5 reviews the stochastic con-

trol approach and how to determine optimal portfolio holdings. Section 6 covers the remaining

approaches. Finally, section 7 concludes and summarizes directions for further research.

4In some cases, returns are annualized. When several variants of the strategy are tested, we select a representative
return or provide a range. Please note that the calculation logic for the returns differs between papers, so they are
not necessarily directly comparable. Furthermore, if not indicated otherwise, the respective samples refer to stock
markets. The latter fact applies to all subsequent tables in this paper.
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2. Distance approach

This section provides a comprehensive treatment of the distance approach. A concise overview with

relevant studies, their data samples and objectives is provided in table 2.

Study Date Sample Objective

GGR 1999 U.S. CRSP 1962-1997 Baseline approach in U.S. equity markets: Pairs
trading is profitable; returns are robustGGR 2006 U.S. CRSP 1962-2002

DF 2010 U.S. CRSP 1962-2009 Expanding on GGR: Profitability is declining and
not robust to transaction costs; improved forma-
tion based on industry, number of zero crossings

DF 2012 U.S. CRSP 1963-2009

CCL 2012 U.S. CRSP 1962-2002 Improvements: Quasi-multivariate pairs trad-
ing variants outperform univariate pairs trading;
correlation-based formation outperforms SSD rule

P 2007 Brazil 2000-2006
P 2009 Brazil 2000-2006

ADS 2005 Taiwan 1994-2002 Sources of pairs trading profitability: Uninformed
demand shocks, accounting events, common vs.
idiosyncratic information, market frictions, etc.

PW 2007 U.S. subset 1981-2006
EGJ 2009 U.S. CRSP 1993-2006
JW 2013 Intl’; U.S. CRSP 1960-2008
J 2015 U.S. CRSP 1962-2008
JW 2015 Intl’; U.S. CRSP 1962-2008

H 2013 U.S. S&P 500 2002-2009 Sensitivity of pairs trading profitability to dura-
tion of formation period and to volatility timingH 2015 U.S.; Japan 2003-2013

N 2003 U.S. GovPX 1994-2000 High-frequency: Pairs trading profitability in the
U.S. bond market and the U.K. equity marketBHO 2010 U.K. FTSE 100 2007-2007

BDZ 2009 Commodities 1990-2008 Further out-of-sample tests: Pairs trading prof-
itability in the commodity markets, the Finnish
market, the REIT sector, the U.K. equity market

BV 2012 Finland 1987-2008
MZ 2011 U.S. REITS 1987-2008
BH 2014 U.K. 1979-2012

Table 2: Distance approach

2.1 The baseline approach - Gatev, Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst

The distance approach has been introduced by the seminal paper of Gatev et al. (2006). Their

study is performed on all liquid U.S. stocks from the CRSP daily files from 1962 to 2002. First, a

cumulative total return index Pit is constructed for each stock i and normalized to the first day of

a 12 months formation period. Second, with n stocks under consideration, the sum of Euclidean

squared distance (SSD) for the price time series5 of n(n − 1)/2 possible combinations of pairs is

5For the rest of this paper, price denotes the cumulative return index, with reinvested dividends
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calculated. The top 20 pairs with minimum historic distance metric are considered in a subsequent

six months trading period. Prices are normalized again to the first day of the trading period.

Trades are opened when the spread diverges by more than two historical standard deviations σ and

closed upon mean reversion, at the end of the trading period, or upon delisting. The advantages

of this methodology are relatively clear: As Do et al. (2006) point out, GGR’s ansatz is economic

model-free, and as such not subject to model mis-specifications and mis-estimations. It is easy

to implement, robust to data snooping and results in statistically significant risk-adjusted excess

returns. The simple yet compelling methodology, applied to large sample over more than 40 years

has definitely established pairs trading as a true capital market anomaly. However, there are

also some areas of improvement: The choice of Euclidean squared distance for identifying pairs

is analytically suboptimal. To elaborate on this fact, let us assume that a rational pairs trader

has the objective of maximizing excess returns per pair, as in GGR’s paper. With constant initial

invest, this amounts to maximizing profits per pair. The latter are the product of number of trades

per pair and profit per trade. As such, a pairs trader aims for spreads exhibiting frequent and

strong divergences from and subsequent convergences to equilibrium. In other words, the profit-

maximizing rational investor seeks out pairs with the following characteristics: First, the spread

should exhibit high variance and second, the spread should be strongly mean-reverting. These two

attributes generate a high number of round-trip trades with high profits per trade. Let us now

examine how GGR’s ranking logic relates to these requirements.

Spread variance: Pit and Pjt denote the normalized price time series of the securities i and j

of a pair and V(.) the sample variance. As such, empirical spread variance V (Pit − Pjt) can be

expressed as follows:

V (Pit − Pjt) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Pit − Pjt)
2 −

(
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Pit − Pjt)

)2

(1)

We can solve for the average sum of squared distances for the formation period:

SSDijt =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Pit − Pjt)
2 = V (Pit − Pjt) +

(
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Pit − Pjt)

)2

(2)

First of all, it is trivial to see that an ”ideal pair” in the sense of GGR with zero squared distance
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has a spread of zero and thus produces no profits. The latter fact is indicative for a suboptimal

selection metric, since we would expect the number one pair of the ranking to produce the highest

profits. Next, let us consider pairs with low average SSD at the top of GGR’s ranking. Equation (2)

shows that constraining for low SSD is the same as minimizing the sum of (i) spread variance and

(ii) squared spread mean. Considering that the spread starts trading at zero due to normalization,

we see that summand (ii) grows with the spread mean drifting away from its initial level. Conversely,

summand (i) grows with increasing magnitude of deviations from this mean. It is hard to say which

of these two summands dominates the minimization problem in an empirical application to security

prices. However, table 2 of GGR’s results clearly shows decreasing spread volatility as we move up

the ranking towards the top pairs. Thus, GGR’s selection metric is prone to form pairs with low

spread variance, which ultimately limits profit potential and is in conflict with the objectives of a

rational investor - at least from a purely analytic perspective.

Mean reversion: GGR interpret the pairs price time series as cointegrated in the sense of

Bossaerts (1988). However, Bossaerts develops a rigorous cointegration test based on canonical

correlation analysis and applies it to industry and size-based portfolios. Conversely, GGR perform

no cointegration testing on their identified pairs (Galenko et al., 2012). As such, the high corre-

lation6 may well be spurious, since high correlation is not related to a cointegration relationship

(Alexander, 2001). It is unclear why the top pairs of the ranking are not truly tested for cointe-

gration. This omission leads to pairs which are yet again not fully in line with the requirements of

a rational investor. Spurious relationships based on an assumption of return parity are not mean-

reverting. The potential lack of an equilibrium relationship leads to higher divergence risks, such

that opened pair trades may run in an unfavorable direction and have to be closed at a loss. Do

and Faff (2010), using an extension of the GGR data and the same methodology, confirm that 32

percent of all identified pairs based on the distance metric actually do not converge. Huck (2015)

shows in a later study that pairs selected based on cointegration relationships more frequently ex-

hibit mean-reverting behavior compared to distance pairs, even if they do not necessarily converge

until the end of the trading period (see share of non-convergent profitable trades in Huck (2015)

table 3, p. 606).

From this theoretical perspective, a better selection metric in line with the objectives of a

6Pairs exhibiting very low SSD are also highly correlated, see section 2.3.
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rational investor could potentially be constructed as follows: First, pairs exhibiting the lowest drift

in spread mean (summand(ii)) should be identified. Second, of these pairs, the ones with the

highest spread variance (summand(i)) are retained and tested for cointegration while controlling

the familywise error rate as in Cummins and Bucca (2012). This process selects cointegrated pairs

with lower divergence risk and simultaneously assures more volatile spreads, resulting in higher

profit opportunities. This theoretical assertion is confirmed in a recent comparison study of Huck

and Afawubo (2015), showing that the volatility of the price spread of cointegrated pairs is almost

twice as high as the volatility of the price spread of distance pairs. Nevertheless, this critique shall

not detract from the fact that GGR’s large-scale empirical application of a simple yet compelling

strategy has originally established pairs trading in the academic community. At that stage in time,

the transparent nonparametric approach was required to capture the essence of this relative-value

strategy.

2.2 Expanding on the GGR sample

Do and Faff (2010, 2012) replicate GGR’s methodology on the U.S. CRSP stock universe, but

extend the sample period by seven more years until 2009. They confirm a declining profitability

in pairs trading, mainly due to an increasing share of nonconverging pairs. With the inclusion of

trading costs, pairs trading according to GGR’s baseline methodology becomes largely unprofitable.

Do and Faff then use refined selection criteria to improve pairs identification. First, they only allow

for matching securities within the 48 Fama-French industries. This restriction has a potential to

identify more meaningful pairs and to reduce spurious correlations, since companies are matched

within the same sectors. However, there is also potential to miss out on inter-industry pairs trading

opportunities, such as between customers and suppliers. For example, Cohen and Frazzini (2008)

find substantial customer-supplier links in the U.S. stock market that allow for return predictability.

Second, Do and Faff favor pairs with a high number of zero-crossings in the formation period. This

indicator is used as a proxy for mean-reversion strength. It is not yet a cointegration test, as

suggested earlier, but this heuristic already takes mean-reversion into account. The top portfolios

incorporating industry restrictions, the number of zero-crossings as well as SSD in the selection

algorithm are still slightly profitable, even after full consideration of transaction costs. However,

the methodology of Do and Faff (2012) is more susceptible for data snooping, since they test a total
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of 29 different combinations of selection algorithms. Nevertheless, through independent scrutiny,

these two studies have significantly contributed to corroborating GGR’s findings and to establishing

pairs trading as capital market anomaly.

2.3 From SSD to Pearson correlation and quasi-multivariate pairs trading

Chen et al. (2012) use the same data set and time frame as GGR, but they opt for Pearson

correlation on return level for identifying pairs. In a five year formation period, pairwise return

correlations are calculated, based on monthly return data for all stocks. Then, the authors construct

a metric to quantify return divergence Dijt of stock i from its comover j:

Dijt = β(Rit −Rf )− (Rjt −Rf ) (3)

Thereby, β denotes the regression coefficient of stock i’s monthly return Rit on its comover return

Rjt and Rf is the risk free rate. Chen et al. consider two cases for the comover return Rjt: In

the univariate case, it is the return of the most highly correlated partner for stock i. In the quasi-

multivariate case, it is the return of a comover portfolio, consisting of the equal weighted returns

of the 50 most highly correlated partners for stock i. Subsequent to the formation period follows

a one month trading period. All stocks are sorted in descending order based on their previous

month’s return divergence and split into ten deciles. A dollar-neutral portfolio is constructed by

longing decile 10 and shorting decile 1, and held for one month. Then, the process is repeated for

the next month, with the prior five years as new formation period.

The key question is how the correlation selection metric on return level differs from the SSD

selection metric on price level. First, let us consider an expression for the sample variance of the

spread return, defined as return on buy minus return on sell (Pole, 2008):

V(Rit −Rjt) = V(Rit) + V(Rjt)− 2r(Rit, Rjt)
√

V (Rit)
√

V (Rit) (4)

We can immediately see from equation (4) that constraining for high return correlation r(Rit, Rjt)

leads to lower variance of spread returns. However, the returns Rit and Rjt of the individual

securities may still exhibit different variances. Let us now consider an analogous expression for the
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variance of the price spread under the constraint of low SSD. For simplicity’s sake, we assume that

minimizing SSD leads to a minimization of price spread variance:

V(Pit − Pjt) = V(Pit) + V(Pjt)− 2r(Pit, Pjt)
√

V (Pit)
√

V (Pit) (5)

s.t. : V(Pit − Pjt) −→ min!

Variance of the spread price in equation (5) reaches its minimum of zero, if the two stock prices are

perfectly correlated and their price time series exhibit exactly the same variance. The minimum

SSD criterion thus seeks out security prices exhibiting similar variance and high correlation. Clearly,

this selection metric is stricter than simply demanding for high return correlation, as in Chen et al.

For example, consider two securities with perfect return correlation, but one stock return is always

twice that of the other (for example, due to very similar business models but different degrees of

financial leverage, see Chen et al. (2012)). Return divergences between these two companies can

successfully be captured in Chen et al.’s framework. In case their selection metric is meaningful

and return divergences are reversed in the following month, a profit can be made. Conversely, the

SSD metric would have missed out on this opportunity, since the price spread between these two

stocks is clearly divergent. The second difference to GGR’s study stems from the higher information

level contained in a diversified comover portfolio as opposed to single stocks. Return divergences

from such a portfolio are more likely to be caused by idiosyncratic movements of stock i, and thus

potentially reversible. A third difference lies in the trading method, which happens mechanically

once a month for the top and bottom decile. As such, it is clear in advance how many pairs are

traded and which amount of capital has to be allocated. For an equal-weighted portfolio, Chen

et al. (2012) report average monthly raw returns of 1.70 percent, almost twice as high as those of

GGR. The majority of this increase can be explained by the advantages of the comover portfolio.

Reducing the number of stocks in the comover portfolio to one leads to a drop in returns by almost

one third.7 The rest of the edge versus the GGR methodology most likely stems from the higher

flexibility of return correlation as pairs selection metric. Nonetheless, it needs to be pointed out

that return correlation may be favorable to SSD from this empirical point of view, but it is also

7See Chen et al. (2012): Raw returns of panel A of table 1 on p. 32 amount to 1.40 percent for the long-short portfolio
formed with the comover portfolio logic. Raw returns of panel B of table 5 on p. 36 amount to 0.95 percent for the
long-short portfolio formed with classical stock pairs. The drop in returns is almost one third.
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far from optimal. Two securities correlated on return level do not necessarily share an equilibrium

relationship and there is no theoretical foundation that divergences need to be reversed. Actually,

many of Chen et al.’s correlations may well be spurious. A better approach may be to look for

cointegrated pairs, which is addressed in section 3.

Perlin (2007, 2009) also test the advantages of quasi-multivariate pairs trading versus univariate

pairs trading. Both studies concentrate on the 57 most liquid stocks in the Brazilian market from

2000 to 2006. Price time series are standardized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the

standard deviation during a two year moving-window formation period. This transformation leads

to the fact that minimum SSD and maximum Pearson correlation identify the same pairs, when

applied to the price time series. The latter is easy to show, since the average SSD of two standardized

price time series Pit and Pjt can be expressed as follows:

SSDijt =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Pit − Pjt)
2 =

1

T

T∑
t=1

(
P 2
it − 2PitPjt + P 2

jt

)
=

1

T

T∑
t=1

(
P 2
it − 2r(Pit, Pjt) + P 2

jt

)
(6)

where r(Pit, Pjt) denotes the Pearson correlation coefficient of the standardized price time series.

We directly see from equation (6) that maximizing correlation is equivalent to minimizing SSD. In

the univariate context, Perlin (2007) matches stock i with stock j, when the two standardized price

time series exhibit maximum correlation. In the quasi-multivariate context, Perlin (2007) matches

stock i with m = 5 stocks that show maximum correlation with stock i. In the next step, the

standardized price time series Pit of stock i is explained by a linear combination of the price time

series Pkt of these five assets and an error term εit, as in the following equation:

Pit =
5∑

k=1

wkPkt + εit (7)

The weights wk are determined in three alternative approaches: Equal weighting, simple OLS and

correlation weighting. Every ten days, these weights are re-estimated using the past two years of

observations. A pairs trade is opened, if the spread between the two price time series exceeds a

threshold value of k. The trade is closed, when the spread falls below k. In the univariate case,

Perlin goes long the undervalued and short the overvalued security in equal dollar amounts. In the

quasi-multivariate case, only the reference component of each pair is traded and not the synthetic
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asset, in order to avoid high transaction costs. Perlin (2007) reaches the same conclusion as Chen

et al. (2012) at a later stage: Quasi-multivariate pairs trading results in higher and more robust

annual excess returns than univariate pairs trading for a broad range of different threshold values.

2.4 Explaining pairs trading profitability

Gatev et al. (2006) have shown that their excess returns of up to 11 percent per annum do not load

on typical sources of systematic risk. Yet, risk-ajdusted excess returns of disjoint pairs portfolios

exhibit high correlation. So, GGR hypothesize that these returns are a compensation for a yet

undiscovered latent risk factor. Subsequent studies focus on trying to discover the sources of pairs

trading profitability.

Andrade et al. (2005) replicate GGR’s approach in the Taiwanese stock market from 1994 to

2004. First, they confirm GGR’s findings on their data set. Then, they link uninformed demand

shocks with pairs trading risk and return characteristics. Andrade et al. find that the dominant

factor behind spread divergence is uninformed buying, so that pairs returns exhibit strong correla-

tion with uninformed demand shocks in the underlying securities. The authors conclude that pairs

trading profits are a compensation for liquidity provision to uninformed buyers.

Papadakis and Wysocki (2007) use GGR’s pairs trading rule on a subset of the U.S. equity

market to analyze the impact of accounting events on pairs trading profitability between 1981 and

2006. Their key finding is that pairs trades are often opened around earnings announcements and

analyst forecasts. Trades triggered after such events are significantly less profitable than those in

non-event periods, which can be explained by investor underreaction. Incremental excess returns

are earned by delaying the closures up to three weeks until after accounting events. This research

suggests that drift in stock prices after such events is a significant factor affecting pairs trading

profitability. However, Do and Faff (2010) could not replicate these results on the extended GGR

sample, which casts doubt on the robustness of Papadakis and Wysocki’s findings.

Engelberg et al. (2009) test a variant of the GGR algorithm on the CRSP U.S. stock universe

from 1993 to 2006. They find that pairs trading profitability exponentially decreases over time and

that this profitability is strongly related to events at the time of spread divergence. Idiosyncratic

information and idiosyncratic liquidity shocks are unfavorable, since they have no impact on the

paired firm and render spread divergences permanent. The combination of common information to
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both stocks with market frictions such as illiquidity is advantageous. It leads to the fact that the

information is more quickly absorbed in the price of one stock of the pair and not the other. A

lead-lag relationship between the pairs is the result, which can be profitably exploited.

Chen et al. (2012) confirm that pairs trading profitability is partly driven by delays in infor-

mation diffusion across the two legs of a pair. Also, pairs trading profitability is highest in poorer

information environments. Yet, contrary to Engelberg et al. (2009), they find no evidence that

relates short-term liquidity provision to pairs trading profitability. If at all, their pairs trading

returns are negatively related to the Pastor-Stambaugh Liquidity factor. Additionally, their strat-

egy performs poorly during the financial crisis in 2008, a low liquidity environment with potential

rewards for liquidity providing strategies.

Jacobs and Weber (2013) test a variant of the GGR algorithm on a subset of the U.S. market

1960 to 2008 and several international markets in order to explore the sources of pairs trading

profitability. They confirm that pairs trading returns are linked to different diffusion speeds of

common information across the two securities forming a pair. In particular, pairs are more likely

to open on so-called high-divergence days, where investor attention is primarily focused on the

market level instead of individual stocks, due to a high quantity of unexpected new information

per day. High distraction leads to a slower diffusion of common information, creating profitable

lead-lag relationships. Hence, pairs opened on such days are more likely to converge and thus more

profitable. Jacobs and Weber (2015) expand on this study on an even larger data base consisting of

a comprehensive U.S. data set and 34 international markets. They find that pairs trading returns

are a persistent phenomenon. The U.S. sample reveals that profitability is mainly affected by news

events causing the spread to diverge, investor attention and limits to arbitrage. Jacobs (2015) tests

20 groups of long-short anomalies - one of them is a variant of GGR’s pairs trading strategy. The

author finds pairs trading to be the top 5 anomaly on a large and representative sample of U.S.

stocks, with abnormal returns exceeding 100 bps per month. The strategy barely loads on investor

sentiment proxies, but seems to be related to limits to arbitrage. According to Jacobs, pairs trading

is one of the few anomalies with higher alpha on the long leg - contrary to the findings of GGR.

Huck has conducted two recent pairs trading studies, evaluating potential sources of profitability.

Huck (2013) finds on a S&P 500 sample that GGR’s pairs trading returns are highly sensitive to

the length of the formation period. Strong positive results are achieved with durations of 6, 18 and
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24 months. Surprisingly, there is a slump in abnormal returns for the 12 months formation periods

chosen ad hoc by GGR. In a later study, Huck (2015) examines the impact of volatility timing

on pairs trading strategies. On an international sample of S&P 500 and Nikkei 225 constituents,

he finds that pairs trading returns cannot be further improved by timing volatility with the VIX

index.

2.5 High frequency applications

Nath (2003) is the first author to apply a pairs trading strategy to the entire secondary market

of U.S. government debt in a high frequency setting. The data stem from GovPX and range from

1994 to 2000. Nath considers all liquid securities with at least ten quotes per trading day in a 40

days formation period. He standardizes the dirty prices of all securities and calculates the SSD

between the two components of each pair. For all pairs, a record of the empirical distribution of

the distance metric is kept. In the subsequent 40 days trading period, trades are entered when

the squared distance reaches certain trigger levels around the median, defined as percentiles of the

empirical distribution function. Trades are closed upon reversion to the median, at the end of the

trading period, or if the stop loss percentiles are hit. As Nath points out, there is a major divergence

risk involved in this strategy. Imagine a pair starting with low SSD at the beginning of the formation

period, rising to higher levels until its end. This pair is clearly diverging, yet it would immediately

open at the beginning of the trading period and - if it keeps diverging - lead to a substantial loss.

This downside is less expressed in GGR’s strategy, since prices are re-normalized at the beginning of

the trading period, and only pairs with low SSD are considered for trading. Hence, GGR’s algorithm

is less susceptible for selecting pairs with strong divergence already during the formation period.

However, despite this disadvantage, Nath’s strategies outperform their benchmarks in terms of

Sharpe and Gain-Loss ratio. The returns are largely uncorrelated with the market. Unfortunately,

exposure to systematic risk factors has not been evaluated.

Bowen et al. (2010) examine GGR’s pairs trading strategy on the FTSE 100 constituents from

Januar to December 2007, in a true high frequency setting using 60 minute return period intervals.

The authors use 264 hour formation periods and subsequent 132 hour trading periods. At first, they

find intraday pairs trading to be profitable with low exposure to systematic risk factors with excess

returns of approximately 20 percent per annum. However, these results are extremely sensitive to
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transaction costs and speed of execution. Implementing transaction costs of 15 basis points and

delaying execution by a 60 minute interval leads to full elimination of excess returns.

2.6 Further out-of-sample testing of GGR’s strategy

GGR’s simple and appealing algorithm has been implemented on many international samples and

across different asset classes: Bianchi et al. (2009) examine GGR’s strategy in commodity market

futures from 1990 to 2008. They find statistically and economically significant excess returns with

low exposure to systematic sources of risk. Mori and Ziobrowski (2011) test GGR’s trading rule

for the U.S. stock market compared to the subset of the U.S. REIT8 market 1987 to 2008. Over

the entire sample period, REIT pairs produce higher profits at lower risk compared to common

stocks. The superiority of REITs is mainly due to the high industry homogeneity within the

REIT subsegment, leading to more stable pairs with clear, long-term relationships. However, this

effect disappears after the year 2000, either due to structural changes in the REIT market or

due to investor recognition of pairs trading opportunities in the REIT market. Broussard and

Vaihekoski (2012) replicate GGR’s algorithm for the Finnish stock market 1987 to 2008. They

confirm GGR’s results for their sample while highlighting potential implementation hurdles. Bowen

and Hutchinson (2014) apply GGR’s strategy to the U.K. equity market 1979 to 2012. They find

statistically significant risk-adjusted excess returns that do not load on systematic risk factors.

However, contrary to Chen et al. (2012), pairs trading profitability can be partly explained by

liquidity provision.

3. Cointegration approach

In the cointegration approach, the degree of comovement between pairs is assessed by cointegration

testing, e.g., with the Engle-Granger or the Johansen method. Table 3 provides an overview.

8Real Estate Investment Trusts
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Study Date Sample Objective

V 2004 - Most widely cited cointegration-based concept

LMG 2006 Selected stocks 2001-2002 Entry/exit signals: First, development of mini-
mum profit bounds and then of optimal pre-set
boundaries for cointegration-based pairs trading

PLG 2010 Selected stocks 2004-2005
P 2012 Selected applications

GP 1999 Crack spread 1983-1994 Futures spread trading: Cointegration-based
trading of the crack spread, the WTI-Brent
spread, the soy crush spread, the spark spread,
the gold silver spread

DLE 2006c Energy futures 1995-2004
S 1999 Soy crush spread 1985-1995
EL 2002 Spark spread 1996-2000
WC 1994 Gold-silver spread 1988-1992

HS 2003 64 Asian shares/ADRs 1991-2000 ADRs: Cointegration-based pairs trading strate-
gies for ADRs and the local stocksBR 2012 Selected stocks 2003-2009

DGLR 2010 EuroStoxx 50 2003/2009-2009 Common stocks: Cointegration-based pairs trad-
ing frameworks with applications to the European
high frequeny, the Brazilian and the Chinese mar-
kets; improved selection via Granger-causality

CM 2013 Brazil 2005-2012
GT 2011 Selected stocks 1997-2008
LCL 2014 38 Chinese stocks 2009-2013

HA 2015 U.S. S&P 500 2000-2011 Comparison studies: Comparison of univariate
pairs trading strategies - most notably distance
vs. different variants of cointegration approach

B 2011 Australia ASX 1996-2010
BBS 2010 U.S. DJIA 1999-2008

DH 2005 EuroStoxx 50 1999-2003 Passive index tracking/enhanced indexation: De-
velopment of multivariate cointegration-based
strategies for tracking indices or artificial bench-
marks

A 1999 Intl’ indexes 1990-1998
A 2001 U.S. S&P 100 1995-2000
AD 2005 U.S. DJIA 1990-2003

GPP 2012 Intl’ indexes 2003-2009 Cointegration-based multivariate statistical arbi-
trage approachesB 2003 EuroStoxx 50 1998-2002

B 1999 U.K. FTSE 100 1997-1999 Multivariate statistical arbitrage approach based
on cointegration and machine learning techniques

D 2011 U.S. Swap rates 1998-2005 Identification of sparse mean-reverting portfolios

K 2009 U.S. dual class firms 1980-2006 Fractional cointegration: Pairs trading ap-
proaches based on fractional cointegrationLC 2003 Gold-silver futures 1983-1995

PKLMG 2011 Selected securities 1999-2005 Bayesian approach: Development of Bayesian ap-
proaches for cointegration-based pairs tradingGHV 2011 Selected securities 2009-2009

GHLV 2014 U.S. DJIA 2009-2009

CYP 2011 Selected stocks 2005-2008 Cointegration-based pairs trading framework
with logistic mixture AR equilibrium errors

Table 3: Cointegration approach
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3.1 Univariate pairs trading

3.1.1 Development of a theoretical framework: Vidyamurthy (2004) provides the most

cited work for this approach. He develops an univariate cointegration approach to pairs trad-

ing as a theoretical framework without empirical applications. The design is generally ad-hoc

and for practitioners, yet with many relevant insights. The framework relies on three key steps:

(1) Preselection of potentially cointegrated pairs, based on statistical or fundamental informa-

tion. (2) Testing for tradability according to a proprietary approach. (3) Trading rule design with

nonparametric methods. Along the entire process, Vidyamurthy does not perform rigorous cointe-

gration testing, but instead opts for a practical approach. However, the guiding principle behind

his framework is the idea of cointegrated pairs. For similar discussions of Vidyamurthy’s approach,

see Do et al. (2006) and Puspaningrum (2012).

Preselection: First, Vidyamurthy takes advantage of the common trends model (CTM) of Stock

and Watson (1988) to decompose the log price pit of a security i in a nonstationary, common trends

component nit and a stationary, idiosyncratic component εit. Along the same line, its return rit

consists of a common trends return rcit and a specific return rsit. Now, consider a portfolio long one

share of security i and short γ shares of security j. The portfolio price time series is the spread

mijt between the two securities and the return time series its first difference ∆mijt:

mijt = pit − γpjt = nit − γnjt + εit − γεjt (8)

∆mijt = rijt = rcit − γrcjt + rsit − γrsjt (9)

For this pair to be cointegrated, the common return components should be identical up to a scalar

γ, the cointegration coefficient. Then, they cancel each other out and the spread time series is

stationary. Vidyamurthy (2004) uses Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) of Ross (1976) to identify

stocks with similar common return components. With APT in form of an orthogonal statistical

factor model the return of stock i can be expressed as follows (Tsay, 2010) :

rit − µi = β′
ift + εit (10)

Thereby, βi denotes a k×1 vector of factor loadings for stock i, ft contains the k×1 factor returns
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and εit is the idiosyncratic error of rit. Note that Vidyamurthy either neglects the mean return µi

or implicitly assumes that returns are standardized. In the following, we shall opt for the latter,

so that µi equals to zero. Vidyamurthy asserts that if APT holds true for all time periods, then

stocks i and j form a cointegrated system in case their factor loadings βi and βj are identical up

to a scalar γ. As such, the portfolio returns can be expressed as follows:

rijt = rit − γrjt = β′
ift − γβ′

jft + εit − γεjt = εit − γεjt (11)

When comparing equation (8) with (11), Vidyamurthy suggests that the common trend returns of

the CTM correspond to the common factor returns of APT and the specific returns of the CTM

correspond to the idiosyncratic returns of APT. According to Vidyamurthy’s model, equation (11)

refers to a perfectly cointegrated pair, where common factor returns are identical up to a scalar

and cancel each other out. Spoken in practical terms, a preselection of potentially cointegrated

stocks can now be based on a measure of similarity of common factor returns. For this purpose,

Vidyamurthy introduces a distance metric based on the absolute value of the Pearson correlation

coefficient of the common factor returns and suggests to rank all possible combinations of pairs in

descending order. Following this theory, the top pairs of the ranking have a higher probability of

being cointegrated and thus of being suitable for trading.

This framework is definitely hands-on and thus appealing from a practitioner’s perspective.

However, Vidyamurthy’s descriptions are often informal and they leave wide space for interpreta-

tion. First, the unconventional combination of CTM and APT requires further scrutiny, especially

regarding the assumption that APT holds true for all time periods. Second, Vidyamurthy provides

no guidance on the selection of an adequate factor model. Avellaneda and Lee (2010) find that

in the case of a statistical factor model, between 10 and 30 factors are required in the U.S. stock

universe to explain a mere 50 percent of the variance of individual stock returns. In Vidyamurthy’s

world, the unexplained other half would be interpreted as the idiosyncratic component of an asset’s

returns - a quite high share. It is thus highly doubtful if this component truly corresponds to

the stationary part in the common trends model and if any links to cointegration can be drawn.

Nevertheless, Chen et al. (2012) empirically show that pairs trading based on common factor corre-

lation exhibits much higher excess returns than pairs trading based on residual correlation. These
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findings may carefully be interpreted as empirical support for Vidyamurthy’s framework. Third,

key parameter values are yet to be determined, such as the time frame to be considered for the pre-

selection ranking or the minimum threshold values that indicate potentially cointegrated pairs. In

summary, the preselection algorithm constitutes an appealing concept and it would be interesting

to see how it actually fares on empirical data.

Testing for tradability: In the next step, the log prices of the preselected pairs are regressed

according to the following linear model:

pit = µ+ γpjt + εijt (12)

Thereby, the intercept µ denotes the premium paid for holding stock i versus stock j, γ is the coeffi-

cient of (quasi-)cointegration and εijt is the resulting spread time series. In a standard cointegration

test such as the Engle-Granger approach in Engle and Granger (1987), we would test the residuals

for stationarity with an adequate unit root test. However, Vidyamurthy prefers a less strict variant

adapted to the primary objective of tradability testing. Key for a practitioner is not necessarily a

cointegrated pair, but a spread with strong mean-reversion properties. A valid proxy for the latter

is the zero-crossing frequency or its inverse, the time between two zero-crossings. Vidyamurthy

suggests a bootstrap to estimate the standard errors for this average holding time of a pair. It may

be an enhancement to consider a stationary bootstrap, following Politis and Romano (1994) in this

time series context. Also, formal cointegration testing on the remaining suitable pairs with a high

zero-crossing rate may further improve the suggested framework.

Trading rule design: Vidyamurthy proposes a simple nonparametric approach in line with

Gatev et al. (1999), meaning that a pairs trade is triggered when the spread deviates k standard

deviations from its mean and closed upon mean-reversion. Whereas GGR fix the opening threshold

at two standard deviations to avoid data snooping, Vidyamurthy develops an optimization routine

to find the optimal trigger level k specific for each pair. At first, for each observation of the

spread time series, the absolute value of the delta to the historical mean is calculated. Next, it is

simply suggested to count the number of times each trigger level is exceeded. The total profit per

threshold level is the number of occurrences times the delta to the mean. Whichever threshold level

maximizes total profit is selected and assumed to be optimal. This assertion is clearly incorrect.
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The empirical distribution function Vidyamurthy proposes to evaluate here obviously loses the time

ordering of the observations. Imagine the ”optimal” threshold level to be hit on the last day of

trading. Clearly, the position is opened, but the profit equals to zero. A better approach would be

to avoid optimization altogether as in GGR or to retain the time ordering by actually evaluating

the trading profit for each trigger level. Of course, the latter is computationally more intensive,

but at least the results are meaningful.

In summary, Vidyamurthy proposes an appealing conceptual pairs trading framework from a

practitioners point of view. It would be interesting to see how the idea of preselecting pairs based

on similarity in common factor returns and evaluating tradability by counting the number of zero-

crossings compares to the distance approach on actual market data. This is subject for further

research.

3.1.2 A deep-dive on the development of optimal trading thresholds: Lin et al. (2006)

develop a minimum profit condition for a cointegrated pair of securities. They start with a pair of

stocks that is cointegrated over the relevant time horizon in the following sense:

Pit + γPjt = εijt (13)

This regression is similar to equation (12), except that we use level prices here and that the intercept

µ is neglected. The errors εijt are stationary and γ is assumed to be less than zero on all occasions.

Stock i is used for short positions and stock j for long positions. Naturally, the price of j at the

opening of the trade is always lower than the price of i. For each n shares long of stock j, n/|γ|

shares of stock i are held short in one pair, i.e., the proportion of shares held is determined by the

cointegrating relationship. When to denotes opening time and tc closing time of a trade, and we

use the relation from (13), the total profit per trade TPijtc amounts to:

TPijtc =
n

γ

[(
εijtc − Pitc

)
−
(
εijto − Pito

)]
+

n

|γ|
[Pito − Pitc ] =

n
(
εijto − εijtc

)
|γ|

> K (14)

If a trader sets the minimum required profit per trade to K and chooses the entry threshold εijto

and exit threshold εijtc , the number of shares n can be calculated according to (14). Lin et al. test

this approach for different entry and exit thresholds in a simulation study and on one exemplary
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stock pair. The concept has several weaknesses. First, the minimum profit per trade is set in

absolute terms, so the profitability scaled by initial investment can become quite low, which Lin et

al. confirm in their application. Second, the simulation study lacks diversity: only one cointegration

model is tested, from which 100 samples with 500 data points are drawn. It would be interesting to

see how the trading rule performs in different cointegration settings and also in models that allow

for the cointegration relationship to break. Third, the empirical application is limited to two stocks

and a time frame of less than two years. Clearly, this is not representative. Fourth, as Vidyamurthy

(2004) points out, total profit over a trading period is a function of the number of trades and the

trading thresholds, i.e., the profit per trade. As such, optimizing the profit per trade usually does

not optimize the total profit over the trading horizon, since a higher minimum profit per trade leads

to a lower number of trades and vice versa. The latter point is addressed in a subsequent paper by

Puspaningrum et al. (2010). They fit an AR(1) process to the spread εijt of two cointegrated stocks

and use an integral equation approach to numerically evaluate the estimated number of trades for

any given trading threshold / minimum profit per trade. This approach allows for the optimization

of total profit per trading period and constitutes an enhancement versus Lin et al. However, also

the latter concept has not yet been empirically tested on a representative data set.

3.1.3 Putting the frameworks to action - empirical applications: The first empirical

applications of the univariate cointegration approach are found in the domain of futures markets

under the keyword ”spread trading”. A representative study of this kind is by Girma and Paulson

(1999). They focus on the ”crack spread”, i.e., the price difference between petroleum futures and

futures on its refined end products, such as gasoline and heating oil from 1983 to 1994. Different

variants of this spread are stationary according to the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and the

Phillips-Perron (PP) test statistics. Trades are entered when the spread deviates a multiple k of

its cross-sectional standard deviation from its cross-sectional moving average, both calculated over

n−days and all available contract months. Positions are closed when the spread returns to its

own n−day moving average (not the cross-sectional one). Girma and Paulson (1999) test both 5

and 10-day moving averages and five different entry thresholds. The results are promising: After

consideration of USD 100 transaction costs per full turn, the average annual return still exceeds
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15 percent9. This direction of research is promising, since there is a clear fundamental reason for

the cointegration relationship between crude oil and its end products. Dunis et al. (2006c) and

Cummins and Bucca (2012) confirm the profit potential for the crack spread in later years with

different trading models. A comparable ansatz as in Girma and Paulson (1999) is followed by Simon

(1999) and proves successful for the crush spread, i.e., the difference between soybean futures prices

and its end products. Similarly, Emery and Liu (2002) analyze the spark spread, i.e., the difference

between natural gas and electricity futures prices with positive results. However, in case of the

gold-silver spread, Wahab and Cohn (1994) find trading to be unsuccessful.

Hong and Susmel (2003) are the first authors to implement a rudimentary version of the coin-

tegration approach to common stocks. They choose 64 American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) and

the corresponding shares in the local markets from 1991 to 2000. Hong and Susmel assume these

pairs to be cointegrated, but provide no test results in their paper. Also, they do not calculate the

spread according to the cointegration relationship as in equation (12) or (13), but on a 1:1 basis in

terms of share prices. Pairs trades are entered when the spread diverges more than a fixed threshold

and reversed upon return to a equilibrium relationship. However, the exact threshold levels are

not given in the text. Only ADRs may be shorted due to potential short selling restrictions in

local markets. Despite the methodological weaknesses in terms of cointegration testing, the results

are impressive with annualized returns of 33 percent.10 However, Broumandi and Reuber (2012)

note that these large returns may well be driven by an appreciation of local currencies, which casts

doubt on the findings.

Dunis et al. (2010) test the univariate cointegration approach in a daily and a high frequency

setting on the constituents of the EuroStoxx 50 index. They restrict pairs formation to ten industry

groups and come up with 176 possible pairs, which may or may not be cointegrated. The spread

for each pair is calculated as follows:

εijt = Pit − γtPjt (15)

9As Girma and Paulson (1999) point out, there is no uniform approach in the literature to calculate returns on future
investments. Hence, the authors have provided profits in terms of USD and an estimation for annualized returns
based on the required initial investment to run such a strategy.

10Note that in Hong and Susmel (2003), the given return measure is calculated on nominal capital exposed, taking
into account the long and the short leg as initial invest. Thus, these results are not comparable to, for example,
GGR’s results.
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The time-varying parameter γt is estimated with the Kalman Filter, which performs best versus

other estimation methods in this paper. Next, the spreads of all pairs are calculated with equation

(15), standardized and then traded according to a simple standard deviation logic similar to GGR,

after a waiting time of one period to avoid bid-ask bounce. However, if pairs formation simply relies

on industry classification, the out-of-sample results are not very convincing. Therefore, Dunis et

al. test the relationship between several in-sample indicators and out-of-sample information ratios

with a nonparametric bootstrap. They find that in-sample t-statistics of the ADF test as part of

the Engle-Granger cointegration test and the in-sample information ratio seem to have a certain

predictive power for the out-of-sample information ratio. Hence, it is not surprising that they realize

much better out-of-sample information ratios when they only trade the top five pairs preselected

by one or both of these indicators. This approach is definitely appealing, and it should be tested on

a larger data set so that more than the top five pairs can be selected for trading and their returns

tested for statistical significance. Also, only the ADF test statistics have been used for constructing

a ranking, but no cut-off points are defined. It would be interesting to see if test statistics above a

critical value lead to an even higher out-of-sample performance. In subsequent analyses, it should

be considered to include an intercept in equation (15). The authors neglect it with the following

argument: ”Intuitively speaking, when the price of one share goes to 0, why would there be any

threshold level under which the price of the second share cannot fall?” (Dunis et al., 2010, p. 9).

This assertion is incorrect. According to Vidyamurthy (2004), the intercept can be interpreted as

the premium paid of holding stock i versus stock j. For example, if stocks i and j are identical, but

j has twice the leverage ratio, it may well be the case that stock j goes bankrupt in a situation of

financial distress, whereas stock i survives. An intercept thus helps to better reflect the relationship

between the two securities that form a pair. Finally, the study is missing any attempt to explain

the returns by their loadings on standard risk factors as in GGR.

Caldeira and Moura (2013) apply the univariate cointegration approach to the 50 most liquid

stocks of the Brazilian stock index IBovespa. They define a spread equation similar to (12) and

use the Engle-Granger two-step approach as well as the Johansen method at the five percent

significance level to test for cointegration relationships for all 1225 combinations of pairs over a one

year formation period. On average, they find 90 cointegrated pairs. Following Dunis et al. (2010),

these pairs are ranked according to the in-sample Sharpe ratio. The top 20 pairs of this ranking
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are selected for a subsequent four months trading period. Positions are opened and closed based on

a modified standard deviation rule similar to GGR. Caldeira and Moura (2013) show statistically

significant excess returns after consideration of transaction costs that are robust to data snooping

based on White’s reality check and Hansen’s SPA test. Also, the returns are significantly different

when compared to the returns of randomized pairs trading according to a bootstrapping procedure.

These results are definitely convincing for this emerging market. However, one key improvement for

future studies in this area is the necessity to control for multiple comparison settings. Clearly, the

Engle-Granger and the Johansen tests are not statistically independent when used on the same data

set. On the contrary, in most cases they would probably lead to the same result. For simplicity’s

sake, let us assume the latter fact were the case. Cointegration testing on 1225 pairs would thus

produce 61 cointegrated pairs as false positives in expectation, at the five percent significance level

the authors used. Even though this estimate is aggressive, Caldeira and Moura most likely have a

significant share of false positives in their rankings. However, the subsequent heuristic of filtering

the pairs by in-sample Sharpe ratio most likely improves tradability. Nevertheless, it would be an

improvement to actively control for familywise error rate, for example as in Cummins and Bucca

(2012).

Gutierrez and Tse (2011) provide an appealing conceptual framework, that is unfortunately only

applied to three stocks in the water utility sector. The authors first perform cointegration testing

with the Engle-Granger and with the Johansen procedure. All three possible pairs are cointegrated

according to both tests, so Gutierrez and Tse estimate their respective error correction models with

OLS. Next, the Granger-leaders and Granger-followers of each pair are identified. When a classical

pairs trading strategy similar to GGR is applied to these pairs, the key finding of the authors is that

the majority of profitability stems from the Granger-follower, whereas the Granger-leader barely

contributes. Even though the results are statistically not representative, the concept is appealing

and deserves more rigorous testing on a larger sample.

Finally, there is a set of further applications: Li et al. (2014) show that cointegration-based

pairs trading is profitable in the Chinese AH-share markets. Baronyan et al. (2010) evaluate a set

of 14 market-neutral trading strategies on the constituents of the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

Similar to Gutierrez and Tse, they find improved performance in case Granger causality testing

is taken into account. Huck and Afawubo (2015) also run a comparison study. They analyze the
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cointegration approach and the distance approach for the S&P 500 constituents and under varying

parametrizations. After consideration of risk loadings and transaction costs, they find that the

cointegration approach significantly outperforms the distance method. The latter fact corroborates

the hypothesis that the cointegration approach identifies econometrically more sound equilibrium

relationships. Bogomolov (2011) arrives at a similar conclusion for the Australian stock market.

3.2 Multivariate cointegration approach

3.2.1 Passive index tracking and advanced indexation strategies: In the article of Dunis

and Ho (2005), two objectives are pursued. First, the authors use cointegration relationships to

construct index tracking portfolios for the EuroStoxx 50 index. More specifically, Dunis and Ho

take different subsets (5, 10, 15 or 20 stocks) of the index constituents and estimate the joint cointe-

gration vector for these constituents and the EuroStoxx 50 index. Then, they measure the tracking

error return of this basket versus the index for different rebalancing frequencies. They find that the

tracking baskets produce a positive tracking error, resulting in an outperformance versus the bench-

mark in terms of absolute returns and Sharpe ratio. Second, Dunis and Ho pursue an advanced

indexation strategy. Such an approach is characterized by creating tracking baskets for artificial

benchmarks. A synthetic ”plus” benchmark is constructed by adding uniformly distributed returns

amounting to z percent p.a. to the daily returns of the EuroStoxx 50. Analogously, a ”minus”

benchmark can be created. Next, the Johansen procedure is used to find adequate securities among

the 50 index constituents to track these benchmarks. According to Dunis and Ho (2005), going long

the ”plus” benchmark and short the ”minus” benchmark allows for a market neutral investment

strategy with potential ”double alpha”. The authors find significant outperformance of their mar-

ket neutral strategies compared to the EuroStoxx 50 index. Alexander (1999), Alexander (2001)

and Alexander and Dimitriu (2005) develop very similar strategies to Dunis and Ho. However, all

these enhanced indexation strategies have one key issue. Whereas the index tracking strategy relies

on a ”natural” cointegration relationship between the index and its constituents, it is troubling to

make such an assumption for the artificial benchmark. Alexander and Dimitriu (2005) also follow

this approach, even though Alexander (1999) herself shows in a powerful example that when we

add a miniscule daily incremental return to one of two cointegrated time series, this may break up

the entire cointegration relationship (Alexander, 1999).
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3.2.2 Active statistical arbitrage strategies: In the previous section, tracking and enhanced

indexation strategies have been discussed. These are passive or enhanced passive strategies, since

they are closely tied to an underlying index as benchmark (Galenko et al., 2012). On the contrary,

Galenko et al. (2012) develop an active statistical arbitrage strategy. They aim at developing an

approach similar to that of GGR, but based on a multivariate cointegration framework. Whereas

correlation reflects short-term linear dependence in returns, cointegration models long-term depen-

dencies in prices (Alexander, 2001). As such, compared to the distance methods from section 2, the

approach of Galenko et al. (2012) has a higher potential of identifying true long-term equilibrium

relationships between several assets. Their framework heavily relies on properties they develop

for the return process Zt of cointegrated assets. The latter is defined as weighted sum of asset

returns rit, where the weighting scheme is according to the components of the cointegration vector

γ. The authors are able to show that this weighted return process is mean-reverting under certain

conditions. A trading strategy capitalizing on this mean-reversion effect is shown to have positive

expected profits. Empirical applications on several index exchange traded funds (ETFs) result in

an outperformance compared to the benchmark. However, Galenko et al. (2012) perform extensive

data mining exercises. First, they apply their strategy to daily and weekly data. Second, for each

of these setups, they take a different duration of the formation period to estimate the cointegration

vector. Finally, they test nine different lag parameters p, over which the return process is cumulated

to a price time series. The latter fact is especially troublesome, considering that p should be infinity

based on their theoretical trading model (Galenko et al., 2012, p. 94). It is thus unclear, why they

also experiment with very short-term values for p, such as 5 days. Also, the excess returns are

not tested for statistical significance. In conclusion, the study in this setup suggests an interesting

and theoretically sound trading framework, but the empirical application is susceptible to data

snooping. It would be interesting to see if the results are statistically significant on a larger sample

and with a fixed set of parameter values chosen in accordance with their theories.

3.3 Adjacent developments

Burgess (1999) surpasses the models presented so far in terms of complexity. In his thesis, he

develops a holistic statistical arbitrage framework relying on a combination of cointegration and

emerging techniques such as neural networks and genetic algorithms. In the first part of his work,
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he uses cointegration to construct time series having a significant predictable component. The sec-

ond part uses neural networks in an attempt to forecast these predictable components, taking into

account potential nonlinearities in the asset price dynamics. The third part is concerned with risk

reduction through diversification and relies on a combination of portfolios, which are automatically

selected with genetic algorithms. The framework of this dissertation is definitely appealing. Unfor-

tunately, the empirical application is limited to FTSE 100 constituents and selected international

stock indices. To our knowledge, no other author has followed this direction, most likely due to the

high complexity and the ”black-box” character of neural networks and genetic algorithms. In later

years, Burgess (2003) has published a simplified variant of his approach, solely relying on cointegra-

tion testing. D’Aspremont (2011) uses canonical correlation analysis to construct mean-reverting

portfolios with a limited number of assets. Karakas (2009) applies fractional cointegration to dual

class firms and Liu and Chou (2003) to gold and silver markets. Finally, Peters et al. (2011),

Gatarek et al. (2011) and Gatarek et al. (2014) use Bayesian procedures for cointegration testing

and apply them to a very limited set of securities. Finally, Cheng et al. (2011) develop a statistical

arbitrage strategy with a cointegration model based on logistic mixture auto-regressive equilibrium

errors.

4. Time series approach

This section provides a comprehensive treatment of the time series approach. Its main objective

is the modeling of mean-reversion with other time series methods than cointegration. A concise

overview with relevant studies, their data samples and objectives is provided in table 4.

4.1 Modeling the spread in state space

Elliott et al. (2005) are the most cited authors in this domain. They explicitly describe the spread

with a mean-reverting Gaussian Markov chain, observed in Gaussian noise. The latter can be

achieved with a state space model, consisting of a state and a measurement equation. We will

briefly present Elliot et. al’s approach, starting with the state equation: It is assumed that the
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Study Date Sample Objective

EVM 2005 - Modeling the spread in state space at the price
level

DFH 2006 - Modeling the spread in state space at the return
level

TM 2011 Selected stocks 1980-2008 Modeling the spread in state space with a
Bayesian approach

B 2010 - Modeling the spread with OU processes; Devel-
opment of optimal entry and exit thresholds; Se-
lected empirical applications, also in high fre-
quency settings

CB 2012 Energy futures 2003-2010
R 2007 -
K 2011 Korea KOSPI 2008-2010
ZL 2014 Selected stocks

BM 2009 DJ STOXX 600 2006-2007 Further time-series approaches for spread mod-
eling: Markov regime-switching; profit model
based on OU-process; nonparametric approach
with renko and kagi; three regime TAR-GARCH

KRF 2010 Energy futures 2000-2008
B 2013 U.S.; Australia; 1996-2011
CCC 2014 U.S. DJIA 2006-2013

Table 4: Time series approach

latent state variable xk follows a mean-reverting process:

xk+1 − xk = (a− bxk) τ + σ
√
τεk+1 (16)

Thereby, a ∈ R+
0 , b > 0, σ ≥ 0 and εk

iid∼ N (0, 1). Time tk = kτ for k = 0, 1, 2, ... is discrete. This

process reverts to its mean µ = a/b with mean-reversion strength b. It can also be written as:

xk+1 = A+Bxk + Cεk+1, (17)

where A = aτ , B = 1 − bτ and C = σ
√
τ . In continuous time, it is possible to describe the state

process with the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:

dxt = ρ (µ− xt) dt+ σdWt, (18)

where dWt is a standard Brownian motion defined on some probability space. The parameter

µ = a/b denotes the mean and ρ = b describes the speed of mean-reversion. The second component

to a state space model is the measurement equation: Here, the observed spread is defined as the
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sum of the state variable xk and some Gaussian noise ωt
iid∼ N (0, 1):

yk = xk +Dωk, D > 0 (19)

According to this model, a pairs trade is entered when yk ≥ µ + c
(
σ/
√

2ρ
)
, or when

yk ≤ µ− c
(
σ/
√

2ρ
)
. Thereby, c denotes a fixed parameter, for which Elliott et al. give no guidance

on how to determine it. The position is reversed at time T , which denotes the first passage time

result for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Following Do et al. (2006), this approach has three key

advantages: First, the model is fully tractable, meaning that its parameters can be estimated using

the Kalman Filter and the state space model. The estimator is based on maximum likelihood and

thus optimal in terms of minimum mean squared error. There are well-known implementations at

hand; Elliott et al. (2005) use the Shumway and Stoffer version of the Expectation Maximization

(EM) algorithm. Second, the continuous time model can be exploited for forecasting purposes.

Critical questions about pairs trading such as the expected holding times and the expected returns

can be explicitly answered, provided the fact that the spread really follows this rigid model. Third,

the approach is fundamentally based on mean-reversion, which is key to pairs trading. However,

Do et al. (2006) also criticize the model of Elliott et al. First, they remark that the spread pro-

cess should be defined as the difference of log prices, not of level prices. Only then, the mean of

the spread remains the same when the two stocks produce exactly the same returns (except when

they trade at similar price points). This critique reflects the return perspective, but not the price

perspective. Consider for example the cointegration regression in (12) with log prices and its coun-

terpart with level prices. The log regression can be interpreted as follows: When the price of stock

j rises by one percent, the price of stock i rises by γ percent. Thus, the corresponding log spread

remains constant in case the number of stocks in the portfolio is in line with their cointegration

vector. On the contrary, the level spread changes. The interpretation of the level regression is

slightly different: When the price of stock j rises by one infinitesimal unit, the price of stock i rises

by γ infinitesimal units. Thus, the corresponding level spread remains constant in case the number

of stocks in the portfolio is in line with their cointegration vector. On the contrary, the log spread

changes. As such, it is just a matter of perspective if log prices or level prices are to be preferred.

However, as Puspaningrum (2012) remarks, it should be clear that a simple log transformation does
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not establish mean-reversion in the spread price time series. For this effect, a stock pair with an

underlying equilibrium relationship needs to be identified. Second, Do et al. (2006) point out that

this rigid model is only applicable to securities in return parity - a phenomenon which is rarely ob-

served in practice. Exceptions are dual listed companies or cross-listings, limiting the applicability

of this strategy to a small subset of securities. This assertion is basically valid, but variants of the

concept have yet been applied to other securities in later years: For example, Avellaneda and Lee

(2010) or D’Aspremont (2011) develop synthetic mean-reverting portfolios and the former authors

successfully apply a variant of Elliott et al’s approach to their synthetic spread time series. The

third relevant critique is provided by Cummins and Bucca (2012): A major limitation lies in the

Gaussian nature of the OU-process, which is in conflict with the stylized facts of financial data.

However, this disadvantage is largely compensated by the analytic simplicity associated with the

OU-process. Thus, the work of Elliott et al. (2005) constitutes a valuable asset to pairs trading

research and potentially a true improvement compared to nonparametric trading rules.

Following the ansatz of Elliott et al. (2005), Do et al. (2006) develop a pairs trading approach

that models mispricing at the return level, instead of the price level. Their proposed state space

model can be briefly summarized as follows (Puspaningrum, 2012, p. 27):

xk+1 = A+Bxk + Cεk+1 (20)

yk = xk + ΓUk +Dωk (21)

This representation is very similar to equations (17) and (19) of Elliott et al. (2005). The first

difference is that yk is the observed spread defined as the difference of asset returns of the two

stocks of a pair. The second adjustment consists of the loading matrix Γ and the variable Uk, which

are exogenous inputs stemming from APT. Essentially, Do et al. use APT in a similar fashion as

Vidyamurthy (2004) to generate a fundamental justification for their pairs trading framework. For

further details, see (Do et al., 2006, p. 10 ff). Similar to Elliott et al., the authors discuss different

estimation procedures and also opt for the EM algorithm. Once all parameters are estimated,

a long-short position is to be taken whenever the accumulated spread over a given time frame

exceeds certain threshold values. However, these thresholds and the expected holding time are

not further specified and have to be evaluated for a potential implementation. The same applies
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for the time frame over which they suggest to accumulate the residual spread to detect deviations

from equilibrium. Here, it is insightful to draw parallels to Galenko et al. (2012), who also base

their trading framework on return properties and an accumulated return time series: Galenko et

al. in theory suggest an infinite time frame to accumulate returns. If the pairs of Do et al. were

cointegrated in the sense of Galenko et al., this notion should also be applicable here. The authors

finally demonstrate their model in a simulation study and in a small empirical application to a few

selected securities. However, as Puspaningrum (2012) points out, they use a down-sized version of

their model, which relies on the one factor CAPM instead of the multiple factor APT. Considering

rising computing power, it should not pose a problem to apply the fully-fledged concept to a larger

sample. It would be interesting to see how this appealing approach would fare in a large-scale

empirical application - especially compared to Elliott et al. and Bertram (2010).

Triantafyllopoulos and Montana (2011) also build on the model of Elliott et al. and enhance it

in two key respects: First, they introduce time-dependency in the parameters of the model, which

improves its flexibility. Second, the authors replace the EM algorithm with a Bayesian framework

for parameter estimation. The latter is particularly useful for applications in high frequency settings

due to faster convergence times.

4.2 Applications of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

Bertram (2010) develops a statistical arbitrage trading model for a spread xt between two log price

time series. The latter is assumed to follow a zero-mean, symmetric Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:

dxt = −κxtdt+ σdWt (22)

Bertram now defines a trade cycle as follows: Let a be the threshold level to enter a trade and m

the threshold level to exit a trade. Thereby, we assume that a < m, so we go long the spread at

level a and reverse the positions at level m. The cycle time T can be split up in two subperiods:

T = T1 + T2, (23)

where T1 is the time the process takes to transition from entry to exit and T2 the time from exit to
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a subsequent entry. The times T1 and T2 are independent, due to the Markovian property of the

OU-process. Considering relative transaction costs c, the total log return per trade cycle can be

defined as a function of the trigger thresholds and the transaction costs: r(a,m, c) = m − a − c.

Since the OU-process is stationary, this return is deterministic. In contrast, the associated cycle

time is stochastic. With trade frequency following a renewal process, Bertram uses renewal theory

to derive the following expressions for expected return and variance per unit time:

µ(a,m, c) =
r(a,m, c)

E(T )
(24)

σ2(a,m, c) =
r2(a,m, c)VAR(T )

E3(T )
(25)

Next, Itô’s lemma is used to transform the OU-process to a dimensionless system in order to

simplify the analysis. Leveraging first passage time theory about the OU process finally allows

Bertram to derive analytic expressions for the expected trade length and its variance. With the

help of these formulas, closed-form solutions for the expected return and the Sharpe ratio of the

strategy are developed, both per unit time. Applying straightforward optimization routines to these

equations results in optimal entry a∗ and exit thresholds m∗, corresponding to maximum return

or Sharpe ratio. As Bertram himself points out, the downside of this approach is once again the

fact that a Gaussian OU-process is applied to non-Gaussian financial data. On the other hand, the

upside lies in the availability of closed-form solutions. The latter allows for analytic investigations

of the spread dynamics and for implementations in high frequency settings, which demand for

computationally efficient solutions. Bertram empirically applies his strategy to a pair of dual-listed

securities. Cummins and Bucca (2012) perform a large-scale implementation of this strategy to

861 energy futures spreads from 2003-2010. After rigorously controlling for data snooping bias

following procedures of Romano and Wolf (2007) as well as Romano et al. (2010), they find that

the daily returns of their top strategies amount to 0.07 to 0.55 percent. The corresponding Sharpe

ratios are often larger than two. This study is striking evidence for the profit potential of Bertram’s

approach. It is worth of further investigation. On the one hand, it could be conceptually enhanced

by applying Bertram’s method to non-Gaussian processes, thus better reflecting the stylized facts

of financial data. On the other hand, it would be interesting to see if the results of Cummins and

Bucca (2012) can be replicated in other asset classes.
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Further discussions of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in the context of pairs trading can be

found in Rampertshammer (2007). Kim (2011) provides an empirical implementation in a high

frequency setting in the Korean stock market. Zeng and Lee (2014) provide a recent extension of

Bertram’s ansatz.

4.3 Further concepts from time series analysis

The field of time series analysis is vast and equally numerous are the methods that could potentially

be applied to develop trading systems for mean-reverting spreads. This section briefly names other

relevant papers in this context. Bock and Mestel (2009) use a Markov switching model to develop

a pairs trading system. Kanamura et al. (2010) derive a profit model for spread trading based

on a mean-reverting process. They empirically apply their strategy to the energy futures market.

Bogomolov (2013) develops an innovative nonparametric approach for pairs trading based on renko

and kagi models. Chen et al. (2014) construct a pairs trading strategy with a three-regime threshold

autoregressive model with GARCH effects. Building upon this complex structure they aim for

capturing more stylized facts of financial market data.

5. Stochastic control approach

This section provides a comprehensive treatment of the stochastic control approach. A concise

overview with relevant studies, their data samples and objectives is provided in table 5.

5.1 Modeling asset pricing dynamics with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

Jurek and Yang (2007) provide the paper with the highest impact in this domain. In their setup,

they allow non-myopic arbitrageurs to allocate their capital to a mean-reverting spread or to a

riskfree asset. The former evolves according to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and the latter

is compounded continuously with the riskfree rate. Two scenarios for investor preferences are

considered over a finite time horizon: constant relative risk aversion and the recursive Epstein-Zin

utility function. Utilizing the asset price dynamics, Jurek and Yang develop the budget constraints

and the wealth dynamics of the arbitrageurs’ assets. Applying stochastic control theory, the authors

are able to derive the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann (HJB) equation and subsequently find closed-form
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Study Date Sample Objective

JY 2007 Selected stocks 1962-2006 OU-process: Derivation of the optimal strategy
for a risky asset following an OU-process under
various utilities

BB 2004 -
MPW 2008 -
KPB 2008 Selected stocks 2002-2008

ELT 2011 - Optimal stopping theory: Derivation of the opti-
mal closing of a pairs trade under different con-
ditions (OU process; Lévy processes with jumps;
opportunity costs, etc.)

LLW 2013 -
SZ 2013 Selected stocks 1992-2012
L 2014 -
KLNPTZ 2015 Selected stocks 2001-2012

LT 2013 Selected stocks 2006-2012 Cointegration: Derivation of the optimal strat-
egy for two cointegrated risky assets under various
utilities

TR 2013 Selected stocks 2011-2011
CW 2015 -
LX 2015 Selected stocks

Table 5: Stochastic control approach

solutions for the value and policy functions for both scenarios. Their analytic solutions allow for

the following contributions to the literature: First, the OU-process captures the uncertainties of

an arbitrage opportunity in the form of horizon and divergence risk. This is a novelty compared

to existing models in this domain, such as the Brownian Bridge. Second, the incorporation of

different utility functions as opposed to log utility makes it possible to split the optimal policy

function in two demand components: Myopic demand is a short-term component and exclusively

oriented on the current magnitude of the mispricing. Conversely, intertemporal hedging demand

addresses the investor’s need for a hedge against the risk stemming from the state variables. Jurek

and Yang show that intertemporal hedging demand can explain a significant part of the allocation

to the arbitrage opportunity. Third, arbitrageurs do not always perform arbitrage. In line with

the numerical findings of Xiong (2001), Jurek and Yang analytically identify the boundaries of a

”stabilization region”, in which the arbitrageur trades against divergences of the spread. Outside

of this region, he decreases his positions to avoid negative wealth effects. The authors apply their

optimal investment policy in a simulation study and to a pair of stocks. In comparison to the simple

threshold rule of GGR, the optimal strategy shows significant outperformance in terms of absolute

returns and Sharpe ratios in case of highly mean-reverting spreads. The effect is less pronounced in

case of slow mean-reversion and when estimation errors are assumed. Also, no market frictions are

considered. In reality, Jurek and Yang’s daily rebalancing would result in substantial transaction
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costs compared to GGR’s relatively passive trading rule, which produces on average four trades

every six months. It would thus be interesting to see how this strategy fares against GGR’s simple

approach on a larger empirical data set and under full consideration of transaction costs.

Jurek and Yang provide the most comprehensive discussion of the stochastic control approach

applied to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck framework. Other relevant papers in this domain are as follows:

Boguslavsky and Boguslavskaya (2004) develop the optimal investment strategy for a single risky

asset following an OU-process for an arbitrageur under power utility. Mudchanatongsuk et al.

(2008) also solve the stochastic control problem for pairs trading under power utility for terminal

wealth. Their ansatz mostly differs in the assumed asset pricing dynamics, but the spread also relies

on an OU-process. Kim et al. (2008) extend the stochastic control problem to multiple spreads and

provide tractable solutions. The works of Ekström et al. (2011), Larsson et al. (2013), Song and

Zhang (2013), Lindberg (2014) and Kuo et al. (2015) focus on how to optimally liquidate a pairs

trade when incorporating stop-loss thresholds.

5.2 Modeling asset pricing dynamics with error correction models

Liu and Timmermann (2013) build on the results of Jurek and Yang (2007). They also derive

the optimal portfolio holdings for convergence trades under recurring and nonrecurring arbitrage

opportunities for an investor with power utility over terminal wealth. Contrary to the existing

literature, the authors use a cointegration framework for the asset price dynamics and they allow

for non-delta-neutral investment positions in the two legs of a pairs trade. In their model, the

market index Pmt evolves according to the following geometric random walk:

dPmt

Pmt
= (r + µm) dt+ σmdBt, (26)

with constant market risk premium µm, constant market volatility σm, the riskfree asset r and Bt

as standard Brownian motion. Moreover, there exist two risky assets P1t and P2t with the following
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price dynamics:

dP1t

P1t
= (r + βµm) dt+ βσmdBt + σdZt + bdZ1t − λ1xtdt (27)

dP2t

P2t
= (r + βµm) dt+ βσmdBt + σdZt + bdZ2t + λ2xtdt (28)

xt = ln(P1t)− ln(P2t) (29)

Thereby, λi, β, b, and σ are constants, and Zt, Zit are mutually independent standard Brownian

motions for i = 1, 2, and xt is the error term. Further, the sum of λ1 and λ2 is assumed to

be greater zero, so that xt is stationary and the log prices are cointegrated. The investor now

has the choice of allocating his funds to the risky assets and to the market portfolio with shares

φm, φ1 and φ2, respectively. The authors follow Jurek and Yang and derive the HJB equation

for an investor under power utility over terminal wealth. They find the value and optimal policy

functions for this stochastic control problem, providing the optimal portfolio weights. By examining

the arbitrage opportunity in this portfolio maximization context, the strategy not only incorporates

the arbitrage opportunity, but also diversification benefits. This research design results in two new

insights relevant for pairs trading: First, it can be optimal to hold both risky assets long (or short)

at the same time, even if prices eventually converge. Second, it can also be optimal to only hold

one of the two assets. This optimal investment policy is blatantly contrasting with standard delta-

neutral long/short pairs trades, such as in GGR. Also, Jurek and Yang’s more enhanced work

did not allow for non delta-neutral positionings. Liu and Timmermann empirically compare the

optimal unconstrained with the delta neutral strategy on a set of Chinese banking stocks. Their

findings are in line with their theories - the unconstrained strategy can result in economically

significant gains over the standard arbitrage strategy. Regarding the optimal investment policy

in a convergence trade, Liu and Timmermann thus currently provide the most advanced piece of

research. A large-scale empirical application would be highly interesting. Since their model relies

on daily rebalancing and thus produces high transaction costs, a comparison with a less active

trading rule, such as in GGR’s paper, would provide new and relevant insights on how this model

fares in light of actual market frictions. As a matter of fact, Lei and Xu (2015) expand on the

methodology of Liu et al. and include transaction costs, thereby significantly affecting the optimal
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policy of the arbitrageur. Tourin and Yan (2013) and Chiu and Wong (2015) also develop optimal

strategies for cointegrated risky assets.

6. Other approaches

This section covers further pairs trading approaches. A concise overview with relevant studies,

their data samples and objectives is provided in table 6.

Study Date Sample Objective

H 2010 U.S. S&P 100 1992-2006 Multivariate pairs trading based on Elman
artificial neural networks and ELECTRE IIIH 2009 U.S. S&P 100 1993-2006

DLE 2006a Crack spread 1995-2005 Pairs trading frameworks based on different
machine learning techniques (artificial neural
networks, higher order neural networks, re-
current neural networks, genetic algorithms,
support vector regression, etc.)

DLE 2008 Energy future spreads 1995-2005
TK 2006 Selected stocks 2005-2005
LC 2008 Australia ASX selection 2000-2002
HHCCL 2015 Selected stocks 2003-2012
DLMK 2015 Corn/eth. crush spread 2005-2010
MP 2009 U.S. S&P 500 EFT 2000-2007

LW 2013 Selected stocks 2009-2012 Copula based pairs trading frameworks

F 2008 Selected stocks 2007-2008
SMB 2013 Selected stocks, SSFs 2007-2009

AL 2010 U.S. subset 1997-2007 Multivariate pairs trading frameworks based
on PCAMTT 2009 U.S. S&P 500 1997-2005

Table 6: Other approaches

6.1 Machine learning and combined forecasts approach

Huck is the main author who has developed and published on this pairs trading methodology in

Huck (2009) and Huck (2010), respectively. His framework is based on three steps: Forecasting,

outranking and trading. In the forecasting step, a universe of n stocks is considered, so that

n (n− 1) /2 combinations of pairs can be constructed. Huck uses Elman neural networks to generate

one week ahead return forecasts x̂i,t+1
|Xi,t,Xj,t

for each security i, conditional to the past returns of

securities i and j, with i, j ∈ [1, ..., n]. Thus, in total, n − 1 return forecasts are generated per

period for each security i. In the outranking step, Huck uses a Multi-Criteria Decision Method

(MCDM) called ELECTRE III. This method ranks a set of alternatives according to a set of

criteria. In this particular case, the n stocks represent the alternatives as well as the criteria. The
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performance xij of each stock i relative to criterion j can be calculated as follows:

xij = x̂i,t+1
|Xi,t,Xj,t

− x̂j,t+1
|Xi,t,Xj,t

(30)

Thus, the performance is the anticipated spread, i.e., the difference in return forecasts of securi-

ties i and j, conditional to their past information. These performance values are collected in an

antisymmetric n × n matrix. The rows correspond to the n alternatives and the columns to the

n criteria. In each cell, we find the anticipated spread of stock i versus criterion j. All criteria

are equal-weighted. Next, Huck defines preference, indifference and veto thresholds to determine

how performance differences should be reflected in the ranking process. With ELECTRE III, an

outranking of the pairs is created, so that undervalued stocks are at the top of the ranking and

overvalued stocks at the bottom. Details about the methodology can be found in Huck’s work and

the references therein. In the trading step, the top m stocks of the ranking are bought and the

bottom m stocks are sold short. After a trading period of one week, the positions are closed, a new

ranking is created and the process repeated. It is important to notice that Hucks’ pairs do not share

any kind of equilibrium model. Instead, trading actions are simply triggered based on the position

in the final ranking. An empirical application on the S&P 100 constituents from 1992 to 2006

produces impressive results: Buying the top 5 stocks and selling short the bottom 5 stocks of the

ranking leads to a 54 percent forecasting accuracy and more than 0.8 percent weekly excess returns.

However, these findings should be handled with care. First, Huck did not eliminate the survivorship

bias from his database. Only stocks with initial quotations as of 1992 or later were excluded from

his analysis. Conversely, an unbiased trading system should only consider those stocks for trading

that were actually included in the S&P 100 prior to the trading week. Second, the value-add of the

relatively complex MCDM needs further investigation. Normally, the key advantages of ELECTRE

III are its fuzzy logic to account for uncertainties in the data and its ability to outrank alternatives

across criteria denoted in different units. In the present application, all performance values are

return differences of the same dimension. A small increase in anticipated spread relative to one

criteria is clearly better from an economic perspective. Thus, a rational investor would buy the

stocks with the highest anticipated spreads and go short stocks with the lowest anticipated spreads.

Hence, the ELECTRE III trading results should be compared to a simpler ranking algorithm to
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actually prove its superiority. Nevertheless, this equilibrium free approach constitutes a promising

direction of further research, since it defines a completely new direction for pairs trading.

There are further authors who apply machine learning techniques to pairs trading. The following

is just a selection of relevant articles - most of them in an experimental setup and with limited

applications to only a few selected securities: Dunis et al. (2006a) model the gasoline crack spread

with artificial neural networks. Dunis et al. (2006b) apply recurrent and higher order networks to

the soybean-oil crush spread and Dunis et al. (2008) to a portfolio of oil futures spreads. Thomaidis

et al. (2006) propose an experimental statistical arbitrage system based on neural network GARCH

models. Lin and Cao (2008) and Huang et al. (2015) use genetic algorithms for pairs mining and

Dunis et al. (2015) develop pairs trading strategies for the corn/ethanol crush spread with different

neural network types and genetic algorithms. Finally, Montana and Parrella (2009) use an ensemble

of support vector regressions to develop a pairs trading strategy for the iShares S&P 500 ETF.

6.2 Copula approach

The copula approach is extensively discussed in Ferreira (2008), Liew and Wu (2013) and Stander

et al. (2013). In a formation period, pairs are built based on previously discussed correlation or

cointegration criteria. Next, the log returns rit and rjt are calculated for the two components i

and j of a pair. Then, the marginal distribution functions Fi and Fj for the return time series

are estimated. Stander et al. (2013) discusses parametric and nonparametric approaches to obtain

the marginal distributions, Ferreira (2008) and Liew and Wu (2013) opt for fitting parametric

distribution functions. Applying probability integral transform by plugging the returns rit and rjt

into their own distribution functions creates two uniform variables U = Fi (rit) and V = Fj (rjt).

Now, we can identify an adequate copula function. Ferreira just uses one particular copula, whose

parameters are estimated with a Canonical Maximum Likelihood method. Stander et al. rely on a

set of 22 different Archimedean copulas and determine the best-fitting one with the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. Liew and Wu start with five copulas most commonly used in financial

applications and determine the best-fitting one by evaluating different information critera. The

trading strategy is similar for all three papers and is described following Stander et al. and Liew

and Wu. They take advantage of the best-fitted copula to calculate the conditional marginal
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distribution functions as first partial derivatives of the copula function C(u, v):

P (U ≤ u|V = v) =
∂C (u, v)

∂v
; P (V ≤ v|U = u) =

∂C (u, v)

∂u
(31)

If the conditional probability is greater (less) than 0.5, a stock can be considered relatively over-

valued (undervalued). The authors suggest to trade when the conditional probabilities are well in

the tail regions of their conditional distribution functions, i.e. below their 5 percent and above

their 95 percent confidence level. To be specific, stock i is bought and stock j is sold short when

their transformed returns fall outside both confidence bands derived by P (U ≤ u|V = v) = 0.05

and P (V ≤ v|U = u) = 0.95. Informally speaking, this corresponds to the extreme regions in the

northwest quadrant of a scatter plot of U and V . Conversely, stock j is bought and stock i is sold

short, when inverse conditions apply (extreme regions in the southwest quadrant). Stander et al.

suggest to exit a trade as soon as it is profitable or after one week. Liew and Wu reverse their posi-

tions once the conditional probabilities cross the boundary of 0.5 again. Empirical applications of

this strategy are very scarce, because all authors only use a few selected pairs to demonstrate their

algorithm. However, the application of copulas to pairs trading research is promising. If the data

were to follow a normal distribution, linear methods would fully capture the dependence structure.

Stylized facts such as negative skewness and excess kurtosis are regularly observed. Copulas are

an adequate way of modeling such complex dependence structures and thus have the potential to

identify better trading opportunities. The key issue inherent to this approach is the complete loss

of time structure of the data. When calibrating trading opportunities with the copula method,

new returns are compared with confidence levels derived from all past returns of the formation

period. Future research should thus aim for ways of better incorporating time structure in the

copula approach. A first step could be to only consider residual returns after applying a GARCH

filter to remove conditional heteroscedasticity from the return time series, see Hu (2006). Beyond

that, Patton (2012) provides an excellent overview of copula models for economic time series. Es-

pecially the section about time-varying copula models contains many interesting techniques that

could potentially enhance the copula approach to pairs trading.
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6.3 Principal components analysis approach

Avellaneda and Lee (2010) develop a statistical arbitrage strategy for the U.S. equity market and

empirically apply it to stocks exceeding USD 1 billion in market capitalization at the time of

trading. In their formation period, they use two alternative approaches to decompose stock returns

into their systematic and idiosyncratic components. In the first approach, Avellaneda and Lee

regress the returns Ri of each stock i on its corresponding sector ETF:

Ri = βiF + εi (32)

Thereby, F stands for the returns of the corresponding sector ETF, so βiF denotes the systematic

component of the portfolio (βi is the factor loading and F the factor return). Conversely, εi

represents the idiosyncratic component. In the second approach, a multi-factor model with m

factors is considered:

Ri =
m∑
j=1

βijFj + εi (33)

Avellaneda and Lee use Principal Component Analysis to create m eigenportfolios in line with this

statistical factor model. Next, they develop a relative-value model for equity valuation. Based

on the multi-factor model above, it is assumed that stock returns satisfy the following differential

equation:

dPit

Pit
= µidt+

m∑
j=1

βij
dIjt
Ijt

+ dXit (34)

Thereby, µi represents stock price drift and the residual Xit is assumed to follow an OU-process.

These two components correspond to the idiosyncratic returns of stock i. The remaining summand

represents the systematic returns, stemming from the corresponding sector ETF (m = 1) or from

the statistical factor model (m > 1). In the trading period, Avellaneda and Lee further consider

the idiosyncratic returns of equation (34) and apply a trading model similar to Elliott et al. (2005),

as discussed in section 4. The results are impressive with annualized Sharpe ratios of 1.44 from

1997 to 2007 for the PCA based strategies and 1.1 for the ETF based strategies. Going forward,

the following improvements could be considered: First, the results are not robust to data mining,

especially since Avellaneda and Lee experiment with different entry and exit thresholds for trading.
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An approach as in Cummins and Bucca (2012) is suggested. Second, as the authors point out,

”there are considerably more entries in the correlation matrix than data points” when performing

PCA (Avellaneda and Lee, 2010, p. 764). Considering asymptotic PCA instead as suggested in

Tsay (2010) could be an adequate solution. Third, it may be beneficial to use a cointegration

framework instead of PCA. PCA delivers a limited set of series which can be used to approximate a

much larger one, i.e., a small number of eigenportfolios is used to represent the systematic risk of the

entire stock universe. Conversely, ”cointegration gives all possible stationary linear combinations

of a set of random walks” (Alexander, 2001, p. 353). Since Avellaneda and Lee are aiming for

stationary residuals, a cointegration framework is considered more appropriate.

Montana et al. (2009) develop an adjacent approach for the S&P 500, relying on dimensionality

reduction via PCA and flexible least squares.

7. Conclusion

We have comprehensively reviewed literature closely related to the umbrella term of pairs trading,

covering both univariate and multivariate strategies. Clustered by pairs trading approach, we can

summarize our findings and suggestions for further research as follows.

7.1 Distance approach

The distance approach relies on a simple algorithm that is easy to implement and robust to data

snooping in its original implementation. The SSD has several deficiencies, leading to low variance

spreads with limited profit potential and substantial divergence risk, caused by the lack of cointe-

gration testing. Pearson correlation on return levels performs slightly better. Quasi-multivariate

pairs trading leverages information from a whole portfolio of matching partners in one synthetic

asset and generally outperforms the univariate version. Pairs trading profitability has low exposure

to systematic factors of risk, declines over time and can partially be explained by information dif-

fusion and market frictions, such as liquidity factors. There are applications to other asset classes

(bonds, commodities) or time frames (daily data, high frequency data) and GGR’s initial findings

are usually confirmed.
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Further research could aim at improving the selection metric to avoid the creation of minimum

variance spreads without getting the benefit of increased mean-reversion strength. Especially a

combination with the cointegration approach is promising: Ultimately, additional cointegration

testing should lead to more stable pairs by filtering out spurious relationships. The chase for the

common factor explaining pairs trading profitability could be implemented in a truly global setting,

for example, along the lines of Asness et al. (2013) across multiple international markets and asset

classes. The presented research leads to the conjecture that pairs trading return premia might be

consistent across diverse markets with a strong common factor structure - just as it is the case for

value-momentum trading (Asness et al., 2013).

7.2 Cointegration approach

The frameworks presented in the cointegration approach are more diverse than in the distance

approach, which mostly differed in terms of empirical implementation. We can summarize as

follows: Cointegration constitutes a more rigorous framework for pairs trading compared to the

distance approach due to the econometrically sound identification of equilibrium relationships.

Vidyamurthy (2004) is the most cited author in this domain. He has proposed a set of heuristics

instead of cointegration testing that have not yet been empirically applied. This would be an

interesting area for further research. Lin et al. (2006) and Puspaningrum et al. (2010) develop

improved trading rules specifically designed for cointegrated securities. Their concepts have the

potential to improve trading results and yet need to be tested on a large data set. Existing

empirical applications of the univariate frameworks are frequently limited to smaller groups of

securities. In most cases, the specifics of multiple comparison problems are not considered, i.e., the

cumulation of type I errors through repeated testing on the same data set and the resulting high

number of false positives. A combination of Vidyamurthy’s preselection heuristics with adequate

statistical procedures to control the familywise error rate as suggested in Cummins and Bucca

(2012) would allow for large-scale empirical applications. The multivariate enhanced indexation

strategies are highly susceptible for identifying spurious relationships. More appealing are the

multivariate statistical arbitrage strategies. The approach of Galenko et al. (2012) leads to positive

profits in expectation. A more diligent empirical application of their concept on a larger stock

universe would most likely provide relevant new insights.
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7.3 Times series approach

Elliott et al. (2005) have introduced state space models and appropriate estimation algorithms

to parametrically deal with mean-reverting spreads in pairs trading applications. Several authors

have capitalized on their findings to further improve the methodology. Avellaneda and Lee (2010)

successfully apply a variant of Eliott et al.’s approach to mean-reverting portfolios constructed from

large sets of U.S. equities. This application clearly indicates that dynamic trading rules based on

time series analysis can successfully be applied. Yet, this paper remains the only larger empirical

application so far. Bertram (2010) presents an optimal statistical arbitrage trading rule for mean-

reverting portfolios. Initial empirical applications by Cummins and Bucca (2012) to the energy

futures markets are highly promising. Also in this case, the strategy has not yet been deployed to

other samples. Future research should especially bridge the gap between the distance/cointegration

approach and the time series approach. The former focus on the identification of pairs and only

apply simple trading rules, mostly on a standard deviation logic in the sense of GGR. The latter do

not address the issue of actually finding matching pairs, but instead they develop complex trading

systems aiming for improved profitability. Hence, combining strong pair selection algorithms with

suitable trading strategies from the time series approach may lead to powerful empirical results.

7.4 Stochastic control approach

The stochastic control approach is mainly focused on finding the optimal investment in the two

legs of a pair when other assets are available. The model of Jurek and Yang (2007) shows clear im-

provement versus a standard threshold rule as in GGR. However, using a cointegration framework

and allowing for flexible investment positions, Liu and Timmermann (2013) show that standard

delta-neutral strategies may also be suboptimal relative to their unconstrained investment policy.

The key direction for future research should be empirical implementation. A large-scale compar-

ison of the these two strategies compared to GGR’s algorithm would show how these conceptual

developments fare when facing actual market frictions and model mis-specifications. In the most

extreme case, a three-staged combination is possible: Pairs can be selected with the cointegration

approach, trading signals determined with an adequate time series approach and position sizing

controlled with Jurek and Yang’s or Liu and Timmermann’s method.
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7.5 Other approaches

In this section, we have discussed other approaches to pairs trading. Huck (2009, 2010) have

introduced a combined approach, building on artificial neural networks and multi-criteria decision

methods. The results are impressive, but it is unclear if this is due to the combined forecasts or the

MCDM. Especially the value-add of the latter is doubtful, since a rational investor would simply

invest in the securities with the most favorable forecasts. Cutting the complexity and replacing the

MCDM with a more transparent outranking system may even show improvements. Alternatively,

a rigorous approach of ensemble learning as discussed in Mendes-Moreira et al. (2012) could be

applied to better manage the bias-variance trade-off. Concretely, Huck does not perform ensemble

pruning (i.e., no models are discarded) and it is unclear if ELECTRE III is the optimal mechanism

for ensemble integration. In any case, despite the computational complexity, such studies should

be conducted on a larger database to further improve the reliability of the results. Ferreira (2008),

Stander et al. (2013) and Liew and Wu (2013) have successfully applied copulas in a pairs trading

context. An open issue is the lack of empirical applications and the adequate treatment of time

structure in financial data. Time dependence in marginal distributions could be accounted for

with GARCH filters, time variance of the dependence structure by applying time-varying copula

models. Avellaneda and Lee (2010) use PCA to create seemingly mean-reverting time-series, which

they model as OU-processes similar to Elliott et al. (2005). Their empirical application is state-

of-the-art, except for a rigorous control mechanism with respect to data mining. Methodological

improvements should be focused on replacing standard PCA with more advanced methods, such

as asymptotic PCA or a multivariate cointegration model.
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